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porpoise flagpole star door teeth

Blue water, cold sensation, something lying spread out with short arms. I feel calm here. Flat. 
Curved shape. Large J-shape in yellow. 

I feel floating. There is something of significance and importance here, an element. It stands up, or it 
tries to sit. It leans backward. 

I've been drawing a lot more, feeling into initial impressions and also doing some probing of the 
elements and shapes, found also a brown rope. 

11:52 PM I will see what it is. This time I will NOT AT ALL look at the other picture options, so that 
they do not contaminate the feedback (if they would). 

WOW!!!!!! I TOTALLY GOT IT!!! I NAILED IT!!!!! The two dark rounded flat wings (that of course I 
kept thinking - LOGIC! - during the session, that they would be the side flippers of a porpoise. 

I now know that I CAN also do good on drawings. 

I did not take so many notes during this session, but here is what impressions I remember. Because I 
was working on the drawing program, feeling the signal from there mostly, and getting really into 
the drawing of the report and not so much the writing. I clearly had, and was also among the first 
initial impressions, the two flat softly rounded shaped side flippers, and also the rounded body that 
was bulging, of course my mind thought this must be a porpoise, yet I was failing to find it as a living 
being, but the bulging shape of the head and the dark flat side flippers were constant. I TOTALLY 
recognize the shape of the aircraft as the shapes I was getting! 

I am grading this session with an A. 

I have not yet seen the other pictures, only that one target image, and I will ensure that I never see 
the others, if possible. I still have to save a copy of the image and obtain the links. 

Image web link https://www.amazon.com/BEICICI-Decorative-Futuristic-Spaceship-
Shuttle/dp/B07P29MN4G
Image source https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/51yUa2v4DCL._SX425_.jpg



There. I have managed to not see any other images throughout this session. I am very happy with 
this session because I can totally and absolutely recognize the aircraft from the shapes I was seeing. 
I am so excited, this is one of those sessions where I have a lot of excitement about RV. 

PS. I also saw the yellow star, and I wanted to ONLY draw TWO arms on the star, but logic was 
telling me that it can only be the "porpoise" (was spaceship) OR "star" but not both. Turns out both 
are indeed on the target image. You see that I was drawing a star as the yellow on the drawing. This 
session went really well!! 

My god, I am looking at the pictures some more, see how I colored the side arms and a black border 
outline but left the main body of the "porpoise" light color? Just like it is on the target image 
aircraft!! 

12:06 midnight End session and notes. 


